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It's True! Animals Are ElectrifyingAllen & Unwin, 2005
Some of my first playmates were animals. Well, insects really. I found them living under our lemon tree. They looked like leaves, or sticks, or bits of bark, and I wondered why. Was it a disguise so they could steal lemons when no one was looking?

Later on I saw lots more wild animals, large and small, in the Australian bush and in...
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Enterprise Software Architecture and Design: Entities, Services, and Resources (Quantitative Software Engineering Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012


	This book is about programming-in-the-large, a term coined by DeRemer and

	Kron [2] to distinguish the assembly of large applications from components, from

	the task of implementing those components themselves. Many of the principles of

	programming-in-the-large were earlier elucidated by Parnas in two articles [3, 4].

	It is...
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Adam Ferguson in the Scottish Enlightenment: The Roman Past and Europe's FutureHarvard University Press, 2013

	Although overshadowed by his contemporaries Adam Smith and David Hume, the Scottish philosopher Adam Ferguson strongly influenced eighteenth-century currents of political thought. A major reassessment of this neglected figure, Adam Ferguson in the Scottish Enlightenment: The Roman Past and Europe’s Future sheds new light on...
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The Homemade Workshop: Build Your Own Woodworking Machines and JigsPopular Woodworking, 2015

	Less cost! More features! Bragging rights!

	Let's face it: Woodworking isn't cheap. Wood and materials alone can cost a small fortune. And well-designed commercial woodworking machines are often so expensive that they are beyond the reach of many home woodworkers. So what's a woodworker to do? Do what Stumpy Nubs does and...
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Android Application Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Welcome to Android Application Development For Dummies, the first For
	Dummies book that covers Android application development. When
	I was contacted to write this book, I was ecstatic about the opportunity to
	spread the wealth of knowledge that I’d picked up over the past year and a
	half of Android development. I hope you enjoy...
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Programming Windows Azure: Programming the Microsoft CloudO'Reilly, 2010

	I hate the term the cloud. I really do. In a surprisingly short period of time, I’ve seen the
	term twisted out of shape and become a marketing buzzword and applied to every bit
	of technology one can conjure up. I have no doubt that in a few years, the term the
	cloud will be relegated to the same giant dustbin for bad technology...
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Brains, Machines, and MathematicsSpringer, 1987

	This is a book whose time has come-again. The first edition (published by McGraw-Hill in 1964) was written in 1962, and it celebrated a number of approaches to developing an automata theory that could provide insights into the processing of information in brainlike machines, making it accessible to readers with no more than a college...
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Magic For DummiesFor Dummies, 1998

	You don’t need a white tiger, expensive props, or hours of preparation to do magic. With a little practice, some clever misdirection (which lays at the heart of all magic tricks), and showmanship, you can surprise family, friends, and coworkers using a few everyday items!


	If you’re looking to saw a beautiful women in...
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Lightwave 3D 8 Cartoon Character Creation, Volume 2: Rigging & Animation (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
Creating characters is one of the most rewarding aspects of 3D animation.
Seeing a character that started out as a 2D concept drawing come to life
through animation is a real joy.

Ever since I can remember, I’ve been fascinated by animation. While
other kids wanted to be firemen or astronauts, my greatest dream was...
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The JDK 1.4 TutorialManning Publications, 2002
With the significant changes made to the new release of Java Development Kit (JDK), this book will act as tutorial for programmers who need to make use of he new features now. Each new or updated package or feature is given a theoretical introduction, including a discussion of the role of the package or feature within the larger Java platform....
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Barron's Finance & Investment Handbook (5th ed)Barron's Educational Series, 1998

	People retiring in the early years of the 21st century, the so-called baby boom generation, have witnessed a

	revolution in the world of finance and investment during their working years. The forces of globalization assure that

	their children, now in their earning years, face a future just as dynamic.





	Deregulation of the...
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Cutting-Edge Direct3D Programming: Everything You Need to Create Stunning 3D Applications with Direct3DCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Explains Direct3D in clear, understandable language. Appeals to software developers interested in writing any type of 3D application for Windows 95, from hobbyist to professional. Emphasizes development of many types of software, not just games. Includes plenty of demos enabling readers of varying skill levels to create source code ideal for their...
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